Much of the research on which this book is based took place in the context of pandemic and lockdowns. The conventional acknowledgements of all those who gave of their time and knowledge to share with us therefore must be even more heartfelt. We absolutely could not have done this work without the cooperation of hundreds of youth activists, vocational education and training (VET) teachers and administrators, small business owners, farmers, representatives of traditional authorities, and staff of large corporations, development agencies, NGOs and government ministries and agencies. As well as the core writing team, we benefitted hugely also from the support of university administrators, without whom the project could not have made the many adjustments to respond to radically changing circumstances over its lifespan. We benefitted also from the participation of research scholars in our various institutions who attended team meetings and shared insights from their own work, and from the comments of the many external colleagues who attended our presentations along the way, online and in several countries. In particular, we acknowledge Lwande Maqwelane and Phindile Sithole, who provided vignettes for Chapter 7. We also recognize the pioneering work of the late Tich Pesanayi, who established the boundary-crossing foundations of the social skills for ecosystem approach in the Alice case in collaboration with partners from the local economic development office, especially Passmore Dongi, and the Fort Cox Agricultural and Forestry Training Institute, especially but not limited to Chamu Matambo and Louise Madikiza, whose contributions are also acknowledged.

This book would not exist without the financial support of UK Research and Innovation and specifically the funding of the Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF). As well as the initial funding, GCRF also provided additional support for the UK team in response to COVID-19. All three African chair teams also supported the project financially to cover staffing beyond the GCRF commitment, particularly to extend work on the project and then the book. We should acknowledge the role there of the UNESCO chair at Gulu, and the two South African Research Chairs Initiative chairs, at Rhodes and Wits, funded by the South African National Research Foundation. There were also a number of points where the
project benefitted from additional support – for instance, around workshop organization, additional student support and conference attendance – from the partner chairs and centres. In addition, the Water Research Commission of South Africa contributed substantive funding that allowed for the work in the Alice case to develop over a six-year period. The *Journal of Vocational Education and Training* also provided funding that allowed us to cosponsor a conference in Gulu (discussed in Chapter 8) at which members of all the teams presented. Making the book open access was funded by the University of Nottingham, and we acknowledge Professor Robert Mokaya, Pro Vice Chancellor for Global Engagement, for facilitating this.

We have taken the conscious decision to author this book collectively. This was part of a deliberate attempt to move beyond research as extraction. While this was inevitably fallible as still located within the uneven political economy of the global knowledge production system, and our own human frailties, we committed to maximizing the ownership of the project by the wider team. We made early career researcher capacity development an explicit project goal while seeking to grow the whole team. A total of 20 team members were involved centrally in the project and form the collective authorship of this book. All 20 participated in design and case discussion workshops. Most visited both case countries, Uganda and South Africa (although COVID limited some planned travel), and about half of the African team visited England to present at conferences and attend workshops. Several of the less experienced members of the team have gone on to write journal articles based on parts of the project in which they were particularly involved, with support from more experienced colleagues.

Inevitably, contributions varied, as some had far more time to commit to the project, another hard to shift inequality. Eleven of the team were centrally involved as (co)leads of chapter writing and/or as editors. Nonetheless, we have written this as a monograph rather than an edited book as all chapters were extensively worked on by multiple members of the team and edited to cohere. Due to performativity pressures, however, we have named authors for each chapter. These are the team members who were most involved in drafting the chapters, although all have been read and edited collectively. We will return to a reflection on our process in an afterword.
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